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ABSTRACT - The objective of this study was to evaluate the in situ degradation profiles of dry matter (DM) and neutral
detergent fiber (NDF) of different forages using nylon (50 μm), F57 (Ankom®) and non-woven textile (NWT – 100 g/m2)
bags. Eight forage samples were used: sugarcane, corn silage, elephant grass cut at 50 and 250 days of regrowth, corn straw,
signal grass hay, coast cross hay, and fresh alfalfa. Samples were incubated for 0, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168,
192, 216, 240, and 312 hours. Two bags of each textile were used at each incubation time, totaling 768 bags, using two crossbred
Holstein × Zebu steers fitted with ruminal canullae. There was difference in the common rate of lag and degradation (λ) of
DM for all forages, except for sugarcane. In general, higher λ estimates were obtained using nylon, followed by NWT and F57.
Concerning NDF degradation profiles, differences in λ were observed for all forages. Greater estimates were obtained using
nylon. Degradation profiles of DM and NDF must not be evaluated using F57 and NWT. These textiles underestimate the
degradation rate due to constraints regarding exchange between bags’ content and rumen environment.
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 Introduction

The evaluation of digestion parameters in ruminant
animals is assumed to be more accurate when in vivo
methods are employed. However, several constraints, such
as animal welfare and experimental costs, have been
highlighted, and the interest in in situ or in vitro evaluations
has increased (Broderick & Cochran, 2000). Among those
techniques, the in situ evaluations have been more
recommended (Marinucci et al., 1992; Vanzant et al., 1998),
noticeably because the measurements are performed in the
rumen, where the degradation process is supposed to be
more reliable than in vitro (Varel & Kreikemeier, 1995). In
addition, the in situ evaluation avoids the accumulation of
final products of fermentation, which can affect degradation
as sometimes observed under in vitro environments
(Cherney et al., 1993).

On the other hand, the mathematical modeling of the
in situ degradation profiles allows the estimation of
different parameters of the rumen dynamics, including rate
and extension of degradation, the effectively degraded
fraction and the rumen fill effect of fiber (Vieira et al., 1997;
Sampaio et al., 2009).

Different textiles have been suggested to make the
bags used in the in situ evaluations, such as nylon (50 μm),

F57 (Ankom®) and non-woven textile (NWT, 100 g/m2).
Nevertheless, there is an imminent demand for results
regarding consistency, accuracy and precision of estimates
and for aspects concerning analytical costs and operational
facilities of the different textiles (Casali et al., 2009).

In order to consider a textile useful for ruminal incubation,
bags must present porosity thin enough to avoid loss of
intact or non-degraded particles and be wide enough to
allow the inflow of rumen fluid and microorganisms and
the outflow of degradation products and to assure that
microbial activity inside bags is similar to that observed in
the ruminal environment (Nozière & Michalet-Doreau, 2000;
Ørskov, 2000). Some reports have brought into evidence
that different textiles can affect the degradation estimates
of feeds (Weakley et al., 1983; Figroid et al., 1972; Van Hellen
& Ellis, 1977; Huhtanen et al., 1994).

Nevertheless, information concerning analytical
efficiency of textiles used for in situ evaluations is still
scarce (Valente et. al., 2011a), noticeably concerning more
recently developed textiles, such as NWT and F57.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the in
situ degradation profiles of dry matter and neutral
detergent fiber of different forages using bags made of
nylon (50 μm), F57 (Ankom®) and non-woven textile
(NWT – 100 g/m2).
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Material and Methods

The experiment was carried out at the Laboratório de
Nutrição Animal of the Departamento de Zootecnia at the
Universidade Federal de Viçosa, Viçosa, Minas Gerais.
Samples of eight forages were used: fresh sugarcane, corn
silage, corn straw, signal grass hay, coast cross hay, fresh
alfalfa, and fresh elephant grass cut at 50 and 250 days of
regrowth. All samples were obtained in Viçosa, Minas Gerais.

Samples of corn silage, sugarcane, elephant grass and
alfalfa were oven-dried (60 ºC) and, along with other
samples, processed in a knife mill to pass through 1- and
2-mm screen sieves.

Chemical evaluations were performed using samples
processed at 1 mm. The contents of dry matter (DM),
organic matter and crude protein (CP) were evaluated
according to Silva & Queiroz (2002). The contents of neutral
detergent fiber (NDF) were evaluated using the detergent
composition recommended by Mertens (2002), using a fiber
analyzer (Ankom220®). NDF analysis was conducted using
a heat-stable á-amilase (Termamyl 2X, Novozymes), but
not sodium sulfite. There were no ash or protein corrections
on NDF contents (Table 1).

For the evaluation of DM and NDF degradation profiles,
bags of 4 × 5 cm were manufactured using nylon (50 μm) and
NWT (100 g/m2). The F57 bags were bought directly from
the manufacturer (Ankom®). Samples were put in the bags
following the ratio of 20 mg DM/cm2 of surface (Nocek,
1988). For all experimental procedures, bags were heat-
sealed. The following incubations times were evaluated: 0,
3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 192, 216, 240, and
312 hours. Two bags of each textile in each incubation time
were evaluated for each forage, totaling 768 bags.

Incubations were performed using two rumen fistulated
Holstein × Zebu steers. Animals were fed a mixed diet which
presented an 80:20 forage to concentrate ratio and 12% of
CP as DM basis. One bag of each textile in each incubation
time was attached to each animal. Incubation times were

evaluated in a reverse order so all bags were taken from the
rumen at same time. After that, bags were cleaned with tap
water, oven-dried (60ºC/72 hours followed by 105°C/1 hour),
put in a dissecator and then weighed (Detmann et al., 2001),
to obtain the non-degraded residue of DM.

The procedures to evaluate NDF contents were performed
by using a fiber analyzer (Ankom220®). After neutral detergent
extraction, bags were washed sequentially with hot distilled
water and acetone, oven-dried (60 ºC/72 hours followed
by 105 °C/1 hour), put in a dissecator and then weighed to
obtain the non-degraded residue of NDF.

Before incubation procedures, all bags were cleaned
with boiling neutral detergent solution, oven-dried and
weighed as described before to obtain the blank weights.

The degraded fractions of DM were interpreted
independently for each textile and forage as a function of
incubation time using a non-linear logistic model adapted
from suggestions of Van Milgen et al. (1991):

Dt = A + B × [1– (1 + λ × t) × exp (–λ × t)] (1);
where: Dt = degraded fraction of DM after t hours of
incubation (%); A = soluble fraction (%); B = insoluble but
potentially degradable fraction (%); and λ = common
fractional rate of lag and degradation (h-1).

Similarly, the non-degraded residues of NDF were
evaluated by adjusting the non-linear logistic model of
Van Milgen et al. (1991):

Rt = B × (1 + λ × t) × exp (–λ × t)] + U (2);
where: Rt = non-degraded residue of NDF after t hours of
incubation (%); B = potentially degradable fraction (%);
U = undegradable fraction (%); and λ = common fractional
rate of lag and degradation (h-1).

The comparison between textiles was performed
independently for each forage by using the χ² distribution
according the non-linear models identity test of Regazzi
(2003). The statistical evaluations were individually applied
to the parameters described in Equations (1) and (2). In this
case, two different tests were performed: difference among
all textiles and difference between F57 and NWT.

Item

Feed Dry matter, DM Organic matter Crude protein Neutral detergent fiber
(% as is) (% DM) (% DM) (% DM)

Sugarcane 22.28 96.33 2.90 60.41
Corn silage 30.97 93.06 4.49 57.79
Elephant grass (50 days) 13.55 92.17 9.07 74.35
Elephant grass (250 days) 22.54 93.54 7.20 85.34
Corn straw 90.43 98.50 1.88 90.80
Signal grass hay 90.54 96.59 3.71 86.29
Coast cross hay 89.96 94.41 11.43 83.93
Alfalfa 25.31 90.70 21.96 49.50

Table 1 - Chemical composition of feeds
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To evaluate the loss of fibrous particles, the non-
degraded residues of NDF were transformed in degraded
fractions and submited to adjustment the the reciprocal of
the model described by Equation (2), which corresponds to
Equation (1). After that, the limits of the asymptotic confidence
interval (1 – α = 0.95) for the parameter A (Equation 1) were
estimated. The loss of fibrous particles was assumed to be
non-significant (P>0.05) when zero was included in the
confidence interval.

The critical times to reach the asymptote were estimated
through the method developed by Casali et al. (2008). Such
estimates were iteratively obtained when the degraded
fraction of DM and the non-degraded fraction of NDF
become equivalent to the values (Figure 1):

Dc = A + L (B) (3);
Rc = U (U) (4);

where: Dc = estimate of degraded fraction of DM occurring
in the intersection between the fitted degradation profile
and the lower limit of asymptotic confidence interval of
insoluble but potentially degradable fraction of DM added
to soluble fraction (%); A = soluble fraction of DM (%); L(B) =
lower limit of asymptotic confidence interval (1-α = 0.95) of
the insoluble but potentially degradable fraction of DM (%);
Rc = estimate of non-degraded fraction of NDF occurring
in the intersection point between the fitted degradation
profile and the upper limit of asymptotic confidence interval
of undegradable fraction of NDF (%); and U(U) = upper
limit of asymptotic confidence interval (1-α = 0.95) of
undegradable fraction of NDF (%).

All statistical procedures were performed using SAS
(Statistical Analysis System 9.1) adopting 0.05 as the
critical level of asymptotic probability for type I error.

Results and Discussion

When all textiles were compared, differences in soluble
fraction of DM (P<0.05) were found only for corn silage and
corn straw (Table 2), with higher estimates obtained with
nylon (Table 3). In addition, differences among textiles
regarding insoluble but potentially degradable fraction of
DM were observed (P<0.05) for sugarcane, corn straw and
alfalfa (Table 2). Is this case, lower estimates were obtained
with F57 (Table 3). Differences among textiles concerning

Figure 1 - Example of ruminal degradation profiles of dry matter
(DM) and neutral detergent fiber (NDF) as functions
of incubation time (The dashed lines represent the
limits of asymptotic confidence intervals; tc = critical
time to reach the asymptote with an asymptotic
confidence level of 1 - α).

Parameter2

Forage1 A B λ

Comparison among all textiles
SC 0.2377 0.0130 0.2526
CSIL 0.0011 0.4340 0.0325
EG50 0.0539 0.0935 <0.0001
EG250 0.1275 0.1389 0.0008
CST 0.0413 0.5772 0.0258
SGH 0.1209 0.0115 0.0019
CH 0.8494 0.3266 <0.0001
ALF 0.8415 0.0018 <0.0001

Comparison between NWT and F57
SC 0.5174 0.0210 0.6969
CSIL 0.5114 0.2199 0.2896
EG50 0.0273 0.5846 0.3623
EG250 0.1945 0.0406 0.2022
CST 0.5421 0.3218 0.2137
SGH 0.1346 0.1358 >0.9999
CH 0.7007 0.3890 0.0010
ALF 0.8963 0.0187 0.0039
1 SC = sugarcane; CSIL = corn silage; EG50 = elephant grass cut at 50 days of

regrowth; EG250 = elephant grass cut at 250 days of regrowth; CST = corn
straw; SGH = signal grass hay; CH = coast cross hay; and ALF = alfalfa.

2 A = soluble fraction; B = insoluble but potentially degradable fraction;
λ = common rate of lag and degradation.

Table 2 - Descriptive levels of asymptotic probability of type
I error for the comparison between textiles concerning
parameters of dry matter degradation
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Forage1

I tem2 SC CSIL EG50 EG250 CST SGH CH ALF

Nylon
A 22.55 33.92 16.37 13.33 13.53 14.42 11.25 26.76
B 41.26 51.68 56.95 35.54 68.23 51.70 58.22 39.17
λ 0.0392 0.0284 0.0520 0.0296 0.0223 0.0323 0.0575 0.1187
ASD 3.70 4.76 4.01 3.41 8.15 3.73 2.71 1.78
L(B) 37.90 47.19 53.19 32.37 59.64 48.28 55.63 36.23
tc 105.8 143.2 84.7 136.2 161.4 136.3 84.9 35.9

F57
A 18.97 24.86 13.51 10.46 6.14 10.48 10.33 25.85
B 34.53 48.14 50.33 32.16 66.28 41.39 54.40 31.47
λ 0.0316 0.0173 0.0210 0.0164 0.0134 0.0196 0.0190 0.0581
ASD 3.96 5.06 4.22 2.12 5.32 3.58 3.57 3.46
L(B) 30.89 41.41 45.67 29.14 56.14 37.20 50.10 28.15
tc 121.0 200.2 189.8 242.0 249.8 197.6 220.2 65.8

N W T
A 20.33 26.49 18.63 12.13 7.64 13.62 10.99 25.56
B 40.55 54.26 52.22 37.99 73.18 47.13 56.78 37.04
λ 0.0291 0.0215 0.0242 0.0200 0.0164 0.0197 0.0277 0.0952
ASD 4.30 6.07 7.69 3.55 6.44 5.50 3.96 3.39
L(B) 36.53 47.42 46.76 33.91 64.00 40.73 53.03 33.43
tc 134.0 167.3 158.4 190.0 219.7 177.7 161.2 40.9
1 SC = sugarcane; CSIL = corn silage; EG50 = elephant grass cut at 50 days of regrowth; EG250 = elephant grass cut at 250 days of regrowth; CST = corn straw; SGH =

signal grass hay; CH = coast cross hay; and ALF = alfalfa.
2 A = soluble fraction (%); B = insoluble but potentially degradable fraction (%); λ = common rate of lag and degradation (h-1); ASD = asymptotic standard deviation; L(B) = lower

limit of asymptotic confidence interval of B (1-α = 0,95); tc = critical time (h) to reach asymptote (P>0.05).

Table 3 - Degradation parameters of dry matter according to forages and textiles

Figure 2 - Average estimates of common rate of lag and degradation
(λ) of dry matter and neutral detergent fiber according
to different textiles.

parameter λ were observed for all forages (P<0.05) with
exception of sugarcane (P>0.05). Generally, greater
estimates were obtained by using nylon (Table 3; Figure 2).

F57 and NWT present similar physical structure and
both textiles are produced by deposition of synthetic fiber
without weaving (Casali et al., 2009; Valente et al., 2011a).
Recently, it has been proposed that NWT could replace F57
in laboratorial analysis of fiber and in procedures for in situ
evaluation of indigestible compounds in feeds and cattle

feces. That statement was based on similar accuracy
between textiles and lower cost of NWT compared with
F57 (Valente et al., 2011a; 2011b). Facing such perspectives,
the comparison between these textiles was performed.

Differences between F57 and NWT regarding soluble
fraction of DM were observed (P<0.05) only for elephant
grass cut at 50 days of regrowth (Table 2), with the greatest
estimate obtained with NWT (Table 3). Higher estimates of
insoluble but potentially degradable fraction were observed
(P<0.05) when sugarcane, elephant grass (250 days) and
alfalfa were evaluated with NWT (Table 3). Concerning
parameter λ, lower estimates (P<0.05) were obtained with
F57 for coast cross hay and alfalfa, but there were no
differences (P>0.05) for the other forages (Table 3).

The non-degraded residues of DM can present some
variation inherent to evaluation process. Those could be
associated with lack of standardization of washing bags
procedures after removal from the rumen (Cherney et al.,
1990; Vanzant et al., 1998) or due to presence of microbial
contaminants (Huhtanen et al., 1994; Casali et al., 2009)
which could not be homogeneous among replicates
(Sampaio et al., 2011). Thereby, the comparison between
degradation profiles of DM obtained with different textiles
could present low precision attributed to influence of external
factors. On the other hand, such biases are not expected to
affect NDF degradation because the extraction with anionic
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detergent withdraws contaminants such as microbial debris
(Van Soest, 1994). Accordingly, better understanding of
the effects of the different textiles on DM degradation
parameters may be obtained when NDF degradation is
simultaneously evaluated.

When all textiles were compared, differences concerning
B fraction of NDF (potentially degradable fraction) were
observed (P<0.05) for sugarcane, elephant grass (50 days)
and alfalfa (Table 4) with the highest estimates obtained
with nylon (Table 5). Concerning the U fraction (undegradable
fraction), differences were observed (P<0.05) for the forages
cited above plus corn straw and coast cross hay (Table 4).
Lower estimates of U fraction were verified with nylon
(Table 5). Differences concerning parameter λ were detected
(P<0.05) for all forages (Table 4). On average, higher
estimates were obtained with nylon (Table 5; Figure 2).

No difference (P>0.05) was verified for B and U
fractions when F57 and NWT were compared (Table 4).
Such pattern allows inferring that differences regarding
fraction sizes would be attributed only to the differences
between nylon and the textiles obtained without weaving
(NWT and F57).

On the other hand, differences concerning parameter λ
were observed between NWT and F57 (P<0.05) for corn
silage, elephant grass (250 days), coat cross hay and alfalfa
(Table 4). For those forages, higher estimates were verified
by using NWT (Table 5; Figure 2).

The evaluation of soluble fraction of NDF presents a
different interpretation compared with that done for DM
because NDF is insoluble in neutral medium such as ruminal
environment. Thereby, there is not a true soluble fraction of
NDF (Detmann, 2010). From this statement, the evaluation
of apparently soluble NDF by using the reciprocal of the
model adopted to interpret NDF degradation (Equation 1)
must be understood as a method to evaluate the loss of
fibrous particles through textile apertures.

All textiles allowed loss of fibrous particles (P<0.05);
with the exception of (P>0.05) elephant grass (50 days)
when F57 was used; corn silage when F57 and NWT were
used; and alfalfa, which did not present losses with any
textile (Table 5).

One of the main constraints for using textiles in the
evaluation of insoluble fibrous compounds is the possibility
of particle loss during analytical procedures (Hvelpund &
Weisbjerg, 2000; Casali et al., 2009; Valente et al., 2011a). In
this context, when samples are processed to be used in
incubation procedures, one must seek for a particle size that
represents an equilibrium point between control of particles
loss and an adequate specific surface for microbial degradation
(Valente et al., 2011a).

The particle size used in this research is that currently
recommended for in situ evaluation of feeds (Vanzant et al.,
1998; Nozière & Michaelet-Doreau, 2000; NRC, 2001).
However, the true particle size after grinding may be different
for each material (Nozière & Michaelet-Doreau, 2000).
Thereby, for some materials, the grinding to pass through
a 2-mm screen sieve can produce particles thin enough to
escape through textile before degradation. This assumption
seems to support the variability among feeds concerning
loss of fibrous particles (Table 5).

Differences in soluble fraction of DM were detected
only for two roughages (Table 2). Despite this, the evaluation
of loss of fibrous particles brought into evidence that those
are more prominent by using nylon (Figure 3). Such pattern
seems to be, at least partially, the cause of the lower estimates
of potentially degradable fraction of NDF when nylon was
used (Figure 3) and could directly affect the estimates of DM
fractions (Tables 2 and 3). The broader porosity of nylon
has been considered the main cause of its greater losses of
particles (Casali et al., 2009; Valente et al., 2011a).

Moreover, despite the differences concerning fractions,
the more evident difference between degradation profiles
obtained with the different textiles must be attributed to
the estimates of degradation rates (Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5;
Figure 2).

Parameter

Forage A B λ

Comparison among all textiles
SC 0.0390 0.0012 0.0189
CSIL 0.8504 0.8847 <0.0001
EG50 0.0339 0.0223 <0.0001
EG250 0.4473 0.1940 <0.0001
CST 0.5132 0.6791 <0.0001
SGH 0.1349 0.0144 0.0005
CH 0.2815 0.0406 0.0001
ALF 0.0116 <0.0001 <0.0001

Comparison between NWT and F57
SC 0.1316 0.0538 0.8289
CSIL 0.9045 0.9609 0.0214
EG50 >0.9999 0.1937 0.2393
EG250 0.1938 0.1292 0.0010
CST 0.4591 0.3740 0.1395
SGH 0.3935 0.1356 0.8018
CH 0.6350 0.3405 0.0011
ALF >0.9999 0.4236 <0.0001
1 SC = sugarcane; CSIL = corn silage; EG50 = elephant grass cut at 50 days of

regrowth; EG250 = elephant grass cut at 250 days of regrowth; CST = corn
straw; SGH = signal grass hay; CH = coast cross hay; and ALF = alfalfa.

2 B = potentially degradable fraction; U = undegradable fraction; λ = common rate
of lag and degradation.

Table 4 - Descriptive levels of asymptotic probability of type
I error for the comparison between textiles concerning
parameters of neutral detergent fiber degradation
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The concept of critical time to reach the asymptote was
proposed by Casali et al (2009) as a probabilistic approach
to obtain estimates of undegradable fractions by using a
single incubation time, noticeably when those fractions are
used as internal markers.

Firstly, nylon is not recommended for this procedure
(Casali et al., 2009; Valente et al., 2011a) because it
propitiates great loss of fibrous particles (Figure 3). From
this, direct comparisons for evaluating the estimation
procedures of undegradable compounds must be done
between F57 and NWT. The average critical times were
greater for F57 when compared with NWT (Figure 4). The
maximal estimates of critical times were 249.8 and 219.7
hours for DM and 274.5 and 227.7 hours for NDF, considering
F57 and NWT, respectively (Tables 3 and 5). The maximal
estimates of critical times obtained with NWT agrees with
the propositions of Casali et al. (2008), who recommended
ruminal incubation for 240 hours to estimate the undegradable
fraction of DM and NDF by using NWT bags. However,

according to the results of this study, such recommendation
seems not to be valid when F57 is used. By considering the
maximal estimate of critical time for NDF (274.5 hours) and
adopting a multiple of 24 hours to build an analytical
recommendation, it will be necessary at least 288 hours (12
days) to obtain a reliable estimate of undegradable fraction
of NDF when F57 bags are used.

Secondly, the greater critical times obtained with F57
and NWT compared with nylon (Figure 4) were directly
caused by lower degradation rates (Figure 2). Initially, the
higher degradation rates obtained with nylon could be
attributed to a greater loss of particles during initial
incubation times. However, there was a little difference
between textiles concerning loss of fibrous particles
(Figure 3). Thereby, there is no evidence enough to support
the loss of particles as the sole or the main cause of
differences concerning degradation rates.

The structure of porosity of NWT and F57 is not regular
because textiles are made by deposition of fibers without

Forage1

I tem2 SC CSIL EG50 EG250 CST SGH CH ALF

Nylon
B 52.07 76.97 70.09 41.34 73.94 59.75 66.14 41.73
U 39.41 16.62 26.58 52.94 16.73 32.09 28.66 57.00ëë
λ 0.0417 0.0258 0.0523 0.0285 0.0287 0.0317 0.0602 0.0941
ASD 3.72 6.13 3.85 3.61 6.34 3.81 2.52 2.12
U(U) 41.68 21.72 28.73 55.50 21.54 34.73 30.02 58.09
A 8.51 6.42 3.33 5.72 9.33 8.24 5.19 1.26
U(A) 11.38 10.64 6.52 8.26 13.80 11.01 7.37 3.34
L(A) 5.63 2.20 0.14 3.18 4.87 5.48 3.01 -0.82
tc 117.7 170.6 101.9 157.4 154.1 154.4 96.4 58.7

F57
B 44.11 80.45 62.19 37.51 73.87 51.86 62.14 35.61
U 50.53 19.37 35.85 59.47 22.15 44.33 33.98 63.56ë
λ 0.0264 0.0109 0.0191 0.0147 0.0129 0.0181 0.0201 0.0303
ASD 5.20 5.55 4.52 2.97 5.90 3.98 3.74 3.23
U(U) 54.77 35.49 41.09 64.53 34.65 49.31 38.06 65.92
A 5.36 0.18 1.96 3.01 3.98 3.80 3.89 0.82
U(A) 8.96 3.55 4.91 4.88 7.64 6.38 6.35 3.12
L(A) 1.76 -3.20 -1.00 1.14 0.32 1.22 1.42 -1.47
tc 149.2 274.5 214.9 209.2 249.3 217.7 219.5 145.2

N W T
B 49.33 79.37 62.36 41.78 79.38 55.93 63.52 35.75
U 43.99 18.84 30.40 54.19 15.22 36.85 31.36 62.14
λ 0.0277 0.0162 0.0227 0.0246 0.0162 0.0189 0.0289 0.0730
ASD 5.34 7.26 6.46 3.50 6.35 6.69 4.53 4.36
U(U) 48.17 29.49 36.50 57.24 24.53 44.70 34.78 64.36
A 6.68 1.78 7.24 4.02 5.40 7.72 5.12 2.12
U(A) 10.42 6.41 11.59 6.42 9.45 11.59 8.32 6.05
L(A) 2.95 -2.84 2.89 1.63 1.35 2.85 1.93 -1.82
tc 147.9 217.1 172.6 174.0 227.7 183.0 161.0 61.4
1 SC = sugarcane; CSIL = corn silage; EG50 = elephant grass cut at 50 days of regrowth; EG250 = elephant grass cut at 250 days of regrowth; CST = corn straw;

SGH = signal grass hay; CH = coast cross hay; and ALF = alfalfa.
2 B = potentially degradable fraction (%); U = undegradable fraction (%); λ = common rate of lag and degradation (h-1); ASD = asymptotic standard deviation; U(U) = upper

limit of asymptotic confidence interval of U (1-α = 0.95); A = loss of fibrous particles (%); U(A) and L(A) = upper and lower limits of asymptotic confidence interval of
A (1-α = 0.95), respectively.; tc = critical time (h) to reach asymptote (P>0.05).

Table 5 - Degradation parameters of neutral detergent fiber according to forages and textiles
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weaving. Thereby, these textiles show thinner porosity
compared with nylon (Casali et al., 2009; Valente et al.,
2011a). Very thin porosities can compromise the withdrawal
of fermentation gases from the bags inside, which can
restrict the microbial access to the substrate and, as a
consequence, decrease degradation, noticeably at initial
incubation times (Udén et al., 1974; Udén & Van Soest, 1984).
Such events could lead to lower degradation rates, such as
observed in this study (Figure 5).

One of the desirable characteristics of a textile used to
evaluate ruminal degradation lies on its capacity to allow
the inflow of ruminal fluid and microorganisms and, at same
time, allow the outflow of the degraded material (Varvikko
& Vanhatalo, 1990; Nozière & Michalet-Doreau, 2000).
Problems concerning this characteristic can affect the slope
of degradation curves (Nocek, 1988); as it was seen in this
research (Figure 5). The thinning of bag porosity can

Figure 4 - Average estimates of critical time to reach the
asymptote for dry matter and neutral detergent fiber
according to different textiles (See details in Equations
3 and 4 and Figure 1).

Figure 5 - Fitted degradation profiles of dry matter (DM) and
neutral detergent fiber (NDF) of coast cross hay
according to the different textiles (see details of
parameters in Tables 3 and 5).

decrease the entering of microorganisms (Lindberg et al.,
1984) and enhance the differences between microbial
populations inside and outside the bags (Nozière & Michalet-
Doreau, 2000).

Less prominent differences concerning degradation rate
were observed between NWT and F57 (Tables 2 and 4). On
average, greater degradation rates were obtained with NWT
(Figure 2), which propitiates lower critical times with this
textile (Figure 4). When incubated in the rumen, NWT presents
loss of physical resistance, which does not occur with F57
(Valente et al., 2011a). Thereby, such resistance loss can
make NWT more susceptible to the exchanges with rumen
environment, compared with F57, generating greater estimates
of degradation rates with NWT compared with F57, but still
being lower than nylon (Figure 5). On the other hand, the
greater critical times obtained with F57 compared with NWT
seem to indicate that degradation profiles obtained with F57
could not be completely stabilized, even considering the
long term incubation used in this study (Figure 5).

Figure 3 - Average estimates of fibrous particles loss (%) and
undegradable fraction of neutral detergent fiber (%)
according to different textiles.
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For some forages, the degradation rates (which are
represented by parameter λ) were extremely low when F57
and NWT were used (e.g., elephant grass cut at 50 days of
regrowth). Such estimates should be considered near to a
biological incoherence (Tables 3 and 5). Corrections or
adjustments on degradation profile concerning loss of
particles are possible (Nozière & Michalet-Doreau, 2000)
but this is not true concerning underestimation of
degradation rate.

Considering nylon as the standard textile to perform
degradation procedures (Hvelplund & Weisbjerg, 2000;
NRC, 2001), the utilization of NWT and F57 to estimate
parameters of ruminal degradation dynamics is not
recommended.

Conclusions

Ruminal degradation profiles of dry matter and neutral
detergent fiber must not be obtained by using F57 and non-
woven textile (NWT, 100 g/m²), for there are constraints
regarding exchange of material with ruminal environment
that underestimate degradation rates. The estimation of
undegradable fraction using a single incubation time must
be done for 240 and 288 hours using NWT and F57,
respectively. Studies where estimates of dry matter and
neutral detergent fiber degradation parameters and ruminal
digestibility coefficients are concomitantly obtained are
still necessary in order to obtain more accurate comparison
among textiles.
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